
Corporate Compliance

(First of a two part series)

(This is the first qf a two part series. Part I generally covers com-
pliance issues from an internal control approach. This will pro-
vide an understanding of common definitions used in the
healthcare industry, define the internal control approach, bill-
ing, and provide a valuable example of compliance issues and
reimbursement implications in emergency room settings. Part II
which will appear in the summer issue of New Perspectives, will
present a detailed analysis of reimbursement issues.)

Introduction
This article is written to assist health care internal auditors,

health care financial professionals and health care executives de-
fine corporate compliance and provide practical definitions and
applications to the reimbursement implications of corporate com-
pliance programs. The drafters of this article represent the cumu-
lative knowledge of a multi-disciplinary team of compliance con-
sultants. It is our hope that through our different perspectives,
the reader may gain additional insight into the complexities and
practicalities of compliance issues.

Government definitions of corporate compliance
Currently, the phrase “corporate compliance” is a term of art

for government agencies, health care providers, numerous con-
sulting firms and a plethora of law firms. While all of these enti-
ties enjoy using the phrase, very few can articulate and provide
evidence of an “effective” corporate compliance program. The
government, mainly the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), the federal agency that houses the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA), the Office of Inspector Gen-
eral (OIG), the Public Health Services (PHS) the Medical Assis-
tance Program (Medicaid), the Administration for Children’s and
Families (ACF), the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and other
smaller sub-agencies, has not yet defined corporate compliance
for the health care industry. Instead, the government has issued
model compliance programs for laboratories and a model compli-
ance program for hospitals. Although there are some exceptions,
the language of OIG’s  model compliance programs is as broad as
most federal legislation and offers few practical examples that

‘Over $2.5 million wttlement by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachuwxs
(December I, 1994).

2A~ required under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines

jSee e.g.. DHMS (MLFA),  OIG. “OK  Model Compliance Plan for Clinical Labora-
tories” (March 1997)
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neys. The fact of the matter is that there are few reported cases
that interpret the “effectiveness” of voluntary corporate compli-
ance programs in the health care industry. It is only by compari-
son to other industries, like the defense industry and other gov-

1ernment contractors , and those health care providers that have
been subject to criminal penalties and involuntary Corporate In-
tegrity Plans2, that health care providers, government agencies,
attorneys, and consultants can identify those practices that have
not adapted successful compliance programs.

The most recent draft of the OIG Model Compliance Program
Guidance for Hospitals is the closest that the government has come
to defining compliance programs. In its draft model, the govern-
ment describes its philosophy and strategy for compliance pro-
grams as they relate to the hospital industry. OIG then discusses
four important strategic factors3:

Compliance programs deter fraud and abuse and further a
provider’s mission to provide quality health care for patients.
Compliance efforts promote cultural awareness on preventing
fraud and abuse and correcting conduct that does not conform
with applicable laws.
Compliance plans must be part of hospital operations.

Compliance programs establish an internal control in reim-
bursement and payment areas and are critical to managing
claims and billing operations.
OIG further establishes minimum elements for comprehen-

sive compliance programs. OIG mainly focuses on the establish-
ment of internal controls within a hospital system by recommend-
ing the development of policies, standards of conduct, training,
auditing and monitoring procedures by making compliance a stan-
dard performance measurement; and by establishing consistent
disciplinary measures. OIG further outlines certain risks related
to a hospital institution and recommends minimum base line stan-
dards for policies aimed at mitigating its delineated risks. These
risks include billing, cost reports, medical necessity and cost re-
port issues.
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It is important to note two important factors concerning the
limitations of OIG’s  compliance models. First, the OIG models
only address HHS laws and regulations, OIG fraud alerts, advi-
sory opinions and letters, and OIG work plans. There are nu-
merous other risk areas that providers must confront in its daily
operations such as tax issues, COBRA, Stark and Anti-kickback
legislation, emergency treatment laws, CLIA requirements, OSHA,
DEA regulations, patient confidentiality and information protec-
tion laws, civil rights and anti-discrimination laws, benefit laws,
procurement rules, and other federal and state laws. Many of
these issues also have reimbursement implications.
Secondly, the OIG model compliance programs are limited to labo-
ratories and hospitals. The OIG has not established model com-
pliance programs for other Medicare Part A and Part B providers,
such as home health agencies, skilled nursing facilities, rehabili-
tation agencies, durable medical equipment suppliers, hospice
providers, ambulance companies, ambulatory surgery centers and
other agencies. As a result, these health care providers must com-
pare the existing OIG model compliance programs to their own
practices and develop compliance programs tailored to their in-
terpretation of the existing risk areas4.

Industry definitions
During the past few years, the health care industry5 has inter-

preted compliance programs in numerous ways. The lack of gov-
ernmental guidance and/or lack of financial commitment by health
care providers to engage fully in compliance programs, have, per-
haps, caused the industry to develop a variety of misconceptions
about compliance programs. These misconceptions include be-
liefs that:
l Compliance programs are merely a billing issue.

l Compliance programs only require a code of conduct, a gen-
eral overview of fraud and abuse laws and educational semi-
nars geared at “training the trainer.”

l Compliance programs are merely a set of policies and proce-
dures.

l Compliance programs require an entity to add a new layer of
bureaucracy and operations within their organization.
As a result of these beliefs, numerous health care providers

may not have fully implemented a compliance program that will
ultimately be deemed “effective”. While compliance programs
include aspects of all of the items delineated above, a compliance
program is much more than just a set of policies and procedures,
billing issues and a general educational seminar regarding fraud
and abuse laws. Moreover, developing effective compliance pro-

41t should be noted that the OIG’s  Fiscal Year 1997 Work Plan serves as a useful tool
to understand the government’s targeted initiatives. The Work Plan, with OIG memo-
randa, demonstrates how the OIG  interprets its regulations and applies it to industry
practices.

sThe health care industry, as used in this context, refers to all health care providers,
physicians, consultants and attorneys.

grams should not require an entire re-engineering of a health care
organization. Rather, compliance programs should incorporate
existing “best” practices into formal processes and documented
protocols.

The internal control approach
Because health care businesses consist of such a vast diversity

of professionals and non- professionals, it is essential that every
provider reach a common understanding of compliance. The in-
ternal control approach is an effective means to accomplish this
understanding. Under the internal control approach, compliance
programs can be defined as a management process that involves
the development, implementation, and monitoring of forma1 pro-
cesses and documented controls throughout an entire health care
organization. These forma1 processes and controls establish ac-
countability and conduct consistency.

To create effective internal controls, the following prerequi-
sites are necessary:
1. Providers must understand federal and state regulations that

affect their institution, government initiatives and targeted risk
areas, contractual obligations from third party payors, and con
sequences for violating such regulations. This understanding
enables providers to evaluate their risks and make prudent
business judgments regarding corrective actions.

2. Providers must understand their operations from at least four
different perspectives:
. business: understand their corporate mission, strategies

and goals
. jhancial: understand how their cost accounting systems

and how their revenue cycle works from patient registra-
tion to collections for services rendered

. legal: understand the relationship between corporate
entities, parent and subsidiaries, ownership issues,
affiliations, mergers and acquisitions, and contracts for
services

. clinical: understand quality assurance and outcome
management perspectives throughout the continuum of

care-from patient point of entry to, arguably, discharge
from a providers related entities

3. Providers must establish policies and standards that affect all
employees and that will serve as minimum expectations to
hold employees accountable.

4. Providers must establish specific procedures that incorporate
detailed regulatory applications into daily departmental op-
erations. The procedures will serve as a baseline to hold
employee’s accountable.

5. Providers must ensure that all policies, standards and appli-
cable procedures are communicated to each employee.

6. Providers must regularly monitor employee conduct and mea-
sure such conduct against established polices, standards and
procedures and correct any learned deviations.

7. Providers must develop protocols to ensure that consistent
corrective actions and discipline are taken against those who
fail to follow established procedures.
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Although at first glance. the scvcn  ahovc items may appear to
reiterate many of the elements in the govcrnmcnt’s model com-
pliance programs: however, the internal control approach incor-
porates the government approach and prioritizes the elements that
must be accomplished to create effective formal compliance con-
trols. For example, when a provider establishes policies and
procedures. this assumes that the provider understands the appli-
cable regulations and understands one’s  operations. Addition-
ally, when a provider establishes accountability standards, this
assumes that effective policies and procedures are in place and
that employees understand their roles and responsibilities.

The internal control approach is invaluable to health care
businesses. It serves as a tool to translate risks and provide solu-
tions across the multiple professional disciplines within a health
care system. Additionally, the internal control approach enables
health care businesses to include compliance programs and con-
cerns as part of their business strategies and goals. Many provid-
ers have incorporated compliance into their strategies to become
and/or maintain its status as a center of excellence. Most impor-
tantly, the internal control approach to compliance serves as mar-
keting tool for its own employees, contractors, government agen-
cies and the community. In this context, compliance programs
demonstrate to these individuals and entities an established prac-
tice which promotes corporate and employee integrity, quality and
competence in the work place.

Reconciling government and industry definitions
Because there is no established legislation mandating proac-

tive compliance programs in the health care industry, examples
from court and administrative proceedings serve as the best tool
for interpreting how the government applies lack of controls to
debarment and termination proceedings as well as civil and crimi-
nal proceedings. Health providers should view themselves like
any federal or state contractor.6  The lack of internal controls
within an institution may give rise to a pattern of recklessness. In
many instances, a pattern of recklessness enables government
agencies to infer civil and criminal intent to defraud a govem-
mental agency.7 Consequently, while there are no established
regulations on voluntary compliance programs, the internal con-
trol approach to corporate compliance programs serves as the most
comprehensive approach to developing an effective compliance
program.

6All  Medicare providers have entered into a Part A Provider Agreement or a
Part B Participation Agreement. Although these contracts are typically one
or two pages in length. the contracts incorporate by reference applicable
federal and state laws. Consequently, all Medicare providers are subject to the
conditions for participation, survey and certification requirements, reim-
bursement criteria, medical necessity, and civil and criminal sanctions im-
posed on health care providers for violating HHS regulations and various state

laws. See generally, 42 CFR 3489

‘Cite examples.
*3 I USC $3730
9 IX  USC $287

‘“45  CFR $146.1X0  (1996).

Reimbursement implications
For purposes of this article, reimbursement implications cover

those common risk areas that all providers need to know. The
risk areas enumerated in this article focus on issues that can re-
sult in severe civil and criminal sanctions under the Federal False
Claims Act,8 and in some instances, the Criminal False Claims
Legislation.9  The Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil-
ity Act (HIPPA)  also established a new federal Health Care Fraud
definition.lO The authors fully acknowledge that there are nu-
merous regulations that accompany each risk category discussed
below. It is also important to note that there are many other regu-
lations outside the scope of HHS laws that a provider should con-
sider. We hope however to provide valuable examples of how risk
areas can be incorporated methodologically into a compliance pro-
gram.

Rilling
The term “billing” is somewhat of a misnomer in the compli-

ance arena. For purposes of this article, it is essential that “bill-
ing” be understood from three different perspectives. From the
financial perspective, “billing” relates to those activities associ-
ated with a provider’s revenue cycle from patient registration to
collections. From the legal perspective, “billing” relates to those
activities that create legal obligations within and between compa-
nies, either wholly or partially owned, formal and informal con-
tractual relationships, affiliations, and mergers and acquisitions.
From a clinical perspective, “billing” relates to those activities
that relate to quality assurance and outcomes management through-
out patients continuum of care-from point of entry into a health
care system to arguably discharge from all of its related entities or
affiliations.

Because it is essential that a provider be able to evaluate its
own operations properly, the understanding of these various per-
spectives is crucial. In many instances, case managers, social
workers or clinicians who are only involved with the billing pro-
cess for that one event, determine patient eligibility issues.

The billing risk categories that are necessary to address in a
compliance program include, among others:

Billing for services not rendered
Improper coding
72 hour window issues
Improper DRG classification
Double billing
Billing for unnecessary services
Improper bundling and unbundling
Improper transfers
Improper eligibility issues for a type of service or provider
Discounting arrangements
Improper referrals
Patient dumping

Most of the above categories have given rise to false claims
allegations by government entities. As stated above, it is ecsen-
tial that a provider broaden its operation’s perspective because a
clinician and a financial person may have completely different
perspectives in their understanding of what is proper. From a
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compliance standpoint, management must understand where and
how various interpretations of the same issue exist in order to
develop effective policies and procedures, and most importantly,
to educational tools necessary for implementing proper controls.

An emergency room billing issue
The following example illustrates the necessity for providers

to understand various operational perspectives.

The facts
A senior citizen patient enters an emergency department (ER)
with a broken ankle and a history of heart disease. A ER clini-
cian is responsible for diagnosing the patients medical condition,
obtaining appropriate patient history, and patient insurance in-
formation. The hospital admissions department has customarily
allowed the ER to complete the hospital’s admission criteria, in-
cluding all patient consent forms. ER personnel records the pa-
tient diagnosis, codes for the services to be rendered and inputs
the patient medical and insurance data into its computer system
that interfaces with the hospital mainframe. The patient is treated
and discharged a few hours later. ER personnel is now finished
with the billing process.

Then, the patient accounts department receives the ER infor-
mation electronically on its mainframe computer system. The
system automatically determines whether the coded ER services
are consistent with Medicare allowable charges. The patient ac-
counts representative customarily double checks the allowable
charge determination before issuing a bill to the insurer and to
the patient. In this instance, no errors were found.

A few weeks later, the intermediary/carrier sends a remittance
advice to the patient account representative and denies not only
this patient’s charge but also numerous other services with the
similar charge codes stating. The intermediary/carrier states that
the services were not allowed because they were not medically
necessary. Because the patient accounts department has a very
good relationship with their Blue Cross plan, they learn that nu-
merous patients had called to complain about some of the ER
charges. The patients complained that they did not receive the
services that were billed. The patient accounts department in-
forms the Medicare representative that she will look into the mat-
ter and correct the problem. Because the ER is so busy, no one
has the time to review the matter further with the patient account
representative. The patient accounts department then informs
the internal audit department of this issue stating that she can not
receive a response from the emergency room. She indicates that
the same problem continues to occur.

Upon receiving the information, the internal auditor learns
that the ER staff has never received any formal training on Medi-
care rules regarding documentation, processing claims, or medi-
cal necessity issues. All training was learned on the job. The
internal auditor further discovers that the primary concern of the
ER staff was prompt and proper patient care due to the high de-
gree of malpractice claims that stem from ER services. The inter-
nal auditor further learns that all of the ER staff relied on anti-
quated billing rules and used an improper “coding and diagno-

sis” sheet to input their charges. The auditor determines that the
ER staff improperly input the data into the computer. Moreover,
the auditor learns that the patient accounts department speaks to
the ER personnel by telephone, perhaps weekly. No formal meet-
ings or committees between the patient accounts department and
the ER everoccurred. Additionally, the internal auditor learns
that the patient accounts department receives a significant amount
of literature from the Intermediary/Carriers and HCFA but never
disseminates it to any of the other departments.

The compliance perspective and solution
From a compliance perspective, understanding the ER staff and
the patient account perspective is essential to developing proper
controls. In this instance, the risk to the institution is that they
know of a pattern of improper activities and that they must de-
velop a way to correct the improper activities. Such a pattern
could raise potential false claims issues by the government and
establish intent by the provider to arguably submit false informa-
tion. Not only must the specific issue be resolved, but also proto-
cols should be established to alleviate the possibility of this reoc-
curring in a different context. As part of its compliance initia-
tives, the health care provider develops a formal policy requiring
mandatory education for those inputting billing data in to the sys-
tem and those diagnosing patients’ medical conditions. For the
ER department, all staff should be trained on specific regulatory
issues that apply to ER services, including medical necessity, cod-
ing, proper diagnosis codes, patient dumping issues, and general
target areas. Another recommendation is to establish a formal
communication channel such as monthly meetings between the
emergency room staff and the patient accounts department, so
that the departments can share information and data. Either be-
fore or after training, ER procedures should be established, so
that all ER staff can follow and be held accountable to an estab-
lished documented practice. Afterwards, regular monitoring
should occur to ensure that ER staff is following the correct pro-
cedures.

While ER may not always be the department at fault, this ex-
ample represents a common scenario among health care provid-
ers and hopefully demonstrates how a mistake and lack of train-
ing can innocently lead to potential false claims issues.
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